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Dear Paul,  

Top AP News

Top AP photos

AP World 

AP books 
Connecting Archive 
The AP Store  
(Purchases benefit The AP
Emergency Relief Fund)

Nick Ut Still Pitching
 

Pulitzer Prize-winning, recently retired AP photographer Nick Ut throws out the
ceremonial first pitch before the game between the Tampa Bay Rays and Los
Angeles Angels of Anaheim.(Photo Stephen Dunn , GettyImages )
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AP reporting prompts bill
forcing Nevada agencies to
reveal federal reviews
 

A car sits near a Community Health
Nursing clinic - the only family planning
services available for uninsured residents
within 100 miles - in Tonopah, Nev., May
21, 2017. Republican Gov. Brian Sandoval
recently signed a bill that will backfill
hundreds of thousands of federal grant
dollars to pay nurses and provide birth
control that the state lost after a scathing
report described state-run reproductive
health clinics in disarray.  Alison Noon
photo
 
 
Trump in Paris: The curious case of his friend Jim
 
By Vivian Salamana
July 12, 2017
WASHINGTON (AP) - For all things Paris, President Donald Trump's go-to guy is
Jim.
 
The way Trump tells it - Jim is a friend who loves Paris and used to visit every year.
Yet when Trump travels to the city Thursday for his first time as president, it's
unlikely that Jim will tag along. Jim doesn't go to Paris anymore. Trump says that's
because the city has been infiltrated by foreign extremists.
 
Whether Jim exists is unclear. Trump has never given his last name. The White
House has not responded to a request for comment about who Jim is or whether he
will be on the trip.
 
Read more here.   Sent by Bob Daugherty (email).  (And my apologies for
misspelling his last name on Friday.)
 
For Trump reporter, Good Donald, Bad Donald one
and the same
By James Warren * Poynter.org July 17, 2017
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Sucking up to the press, bashing the press, all at the same time
 
President Trump so very much craves to have the evil mainstream media love him.
 
If you have any doubt, just inspect the genesis of New York Times reporter's Maggie
Haberman's weekend story about the Trump "who turned up in the press cabin of Air
Force One" last week as it made its way to Paris from Washington (The New York
Times).
 
He was "was starkly different from the one who publicly pillories the news media but
surprisingly familiar to reporters who know him well." He was "in a happy-hour frame
of mind. Expansive, engaging, even at times ebullient, Mr. Trump held forth for an
hour, addressing reporters by name and alighting on topics as different as Chinese
history and Julius and Ethel Rosenberg."
 
Perhaps that's why the next day in Paris, he saw Haberman in her role as a pool
reporter and wondered why she hadn't quoted him. Well, the reason was pretty
simple: press aide Sarah Huckabee Sanders said it was off the record.
 
Weirdly, the whole session was then retroactively put on the record, prompting
Haberman to get out a report to members of the White House Correspondents
Association and producing her own story.
 
All of that preceded Trump's latest Twitter nastiness toward the press Sunday
morning from Bedminster, New Jersey, where he headed from Paris so he could
watch the women's U.S. Open at his golf course there.
 
There was the usual blather about the "out of control" dishonesty of the press.
Among other missives was, "In other words, the media is trying to attack our
administration because they know we are following through on pledges we made
and they are not happy about it, for whatever reason."
 
There was more. And none of it any shock to those who have covered him for a long
time. He cozies up to the same folks he then pretends to hate.
 
"It wasn't any surprise," said Haberman in an email last night. Read more here.  

"The Price They Paid,"  Michael Putzel's Book About
Helicopter Combat

Michael Putzel's book, "The Price They Paid,"  is an award-winning
true story of the most intensive helicopter combat ever-and how it
forever changed those who flew into it.  
Here's an excerpt.
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Remembering Chuck Vehlow by Michael Putzel (email) 
 
It was one of the first days of an audacious U.S. and South Vietnamese invasion of Laos to
cut the Ho Chi Minh supply trail late in the war. I was there as an AP war correspondent to
cover the opera�on, but on Feb. 11, 1971, I had a more specific assignment: to find out
what happened to AP's beloved photographer, Henri Huet, and three of his colleagues from
other Western news organiza�ons whose helicopter had been shot down the day before in
Laos. 

The commander of an American air cavalry troop had witnessed the crash and offered to fly
me over it to show there was no chance of survivors. I climbed aboard his helicopter for
what eventually grew into a decades-long quest by then-Saigon CoB Richard Pyle and famed
photo editor Horst Faas for conclusive physical evidence of the photographers' fate.
Although I had no thought of it then, the flight also led to my longest repor�ng and wri�ng
job 38 years later.
 

 
Chuck Vehlow was my guardian at first, although I didn't know it. He was flying a Cobra
helicopter gunship in Vietnam and Laos, protec�ng his commander's Huey that I happened
to be aboard. He became a source, helping me understand the camaraderie and culture of
the Condors, his air cavalry troop that flew into the face of enemy fire, risking everything,
losing some, going back day a�er day because it was their job, their duty and the glue that
bound them together.
 
Decades later, when I began work on a book that would become The Price They Paid:
Enduring Wounds of War, Chuck offered insight, perspec�ve and vital detail to my story
about how the war changed him and his fellow warriors--and how it followed them home.
He was s�ll my source, one of many, but in our several mee�ngs and many telephone
interviews and conversa�ons, he evolved into something more: a respected and respec�ul
leader and confidant.
 

mailto:mputzel@trysail.com
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He was endlessly pa�ent, teaching me the aeronau�cs of how helicopters fly, how pilots
control them with flameproof-gloved fingers over delicate triggers and radio bu�ons and
which hand or foot controls what. He talked about tac�cs and how crewmen protected each
other. And he recounted in minute detail the shocking explosions, chao�c firefights and
horrible loss of fellow warfighters and friends who went down in flames before his eyes.
 
We talked for years about the flawed commander he idolized, a brilliant leader who
stumbled badly a�er he came home from the war. As I learned how so many of his
comrades struggled through broken marriages, interrupted careers, the agonies of what we
came to call PTSD, I marveled at his quiet devo�on to the values he grew up with in
Waukesha, Wisconsin, and his unwavering love of his wife Katy, their children and
grandchildren. He was the all-American kid from nowhere who went to West Point and
excelled at sports, at engineering, leadership and friendship.
 
It was a�er his cancer came back that he let on he'd had his own struggle with PTSD, with
alcohol and temper and abusive behavior. He didn't hide it, nor become a champion for its
recogni�on. In the way engineers are taught to analyze and solve complex problems, he
dealt with it and moved on, well aware he was figh�ng another, even more awful ogre.
That, too, he managed as a challenge to be conquered. New doctors, different approaches,
clinical trials. He was determined to live.
 
 As long as three years ago, probably more, he knew it was gaining on him, and he began to
scale back some, giving up summers at the lake, then tennis, and more. But his body fought
right to the end. Chuck Vehlow lost his last ba�le on July 8. I will miss him, his wise counsel
and quiet but acute a�en�on to every detail and our mutual commitment to ge�ng it right.
 
 the color portrait is one chosen by the family for his obit, the shot with Apache was one he
submi�ed to the Wisconsin Avia�on Hall of Fame, and the Vietnam-era snapshot of Vehlow
with his CO, Major James T. Newman, was shot by an uniden�fied C Troop soldier and found
in Newman's papers a�er his death.
 

Connecting Mailbox

Claudia DiMartino  (Email) 
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Guess the Santa!  I was sorting through some old photos and came up with this

picture from what I believe was 1981, my first year of service at 50 Rock.

 

A "right jolly old elf " jingle-belled his way around the newsroom handing out hugs

and candy canes.  Can you identify the Santa Claus?  Respond to Connecting and

we'll reveal the name and identifiers next week. 
 
 
Denise Riedel (Email): I thought you might appreciate this little moment. Our
daughter, Katherine, is interning at Hallmark this summer. A few weeks ago she was
eating lunch with another intern, Albert, when he mentioned that his dad was a
photographer with the Associated Press.
 

mailto:rchady1@gmail.com
mailto:riedelfive@yahoo.com
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She was stunned because she's never met anyone else whose parent worked at AP,
let alone as a photographer. Turns out Albert is the son of Seth Perlman from
Springfield, Illinois. Today was Intern Family Day. We were all there together and
had a nice visit. (Seth was let go from AP earlier this year.)
 
Albert is majoring in electrical and computer engineering at Missouri University of
Science and Technology in Rolla. Katherine is majoring in mechanical engineering
and business administration at the University of Kansas. They are both working in
Hallmark's Supply Chain and Business Enablement Division this summer.
 
Also, I was telling Seth about Connecting and he would like to be added to your
email list. SethPerlman@msn.com
 
 
Strange Bedfellows on Job, Politics
On Friday's story about the married couple who have opposing political views and
employers: 
 
John Milne (Email) : I wish health, happiness and even more wealth to Jennifer
Griffin and Charles Myre, the Fox News reporter married to the NPR stalwart. For
those of us who remember the clatter of a Teletype, the great love story joined two
fierce competitors, The AP's Doug Cornell with UPI's Helen Thomas. Doug was the
consummate wire-service professional, capable of dictating flawless, beautiful prose
over the telephone. Helen was the reporter who asked the questions everyone else
wanted to ask. I believe Helen outlasted both Doug and Merriman Smith as dean of
the White House press corps.
   They began dating after Doug's wife died, but it didn't stop one from seeking to
beat the other. At home they had two phones, one on each side of the bed. They
married early in the Nixon administration, after Doug retired from AP.. Pat Nixon
announced the engagement: "I did it! I scooped Helen Thomas!"
   Doug was some years older than Helen and developed Alzheimer-like dementia
several years after the wedding. Helen kept Doug's illness a secret and managed to

mailto:SethPerlman@msn.com
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take care of him tenderly at the same time she charged after news. It's my favorite
journalism love story.
I wish health, happiness and even more wealth to Jennifer Griffin and Charles Myre,
the Fox News reporter married to the NPR stalwart. For those of us who remember
the clatter of a Teletype, the great love story joined two fierce competitors, The AP's
Doug Cornell with UPI's Helen Thomas. Doug was the consummate wire-service
professional, capable of dictating flawless, beautiful prose over the telephone. Helen
was the reporter who asked the questions everyone else wanted to ask. I believe
Helen outlasted both Doug and Merriman Smith as dean of the White House press
corps.
   They began dating after Doug's wife died, but it didn't stop one from seeking to
beat the other. At home they had two phones, one on each side of the bed. They
married early in the Nixon administration, after Doug retired from AP.. Pat Nixon
announced the engagement: "I did it! I scooped Helen Thomas!"
   Doug was some years older than Helen and developed Alzheimer-like dementia
several years after the wedding. Helen kept Doug's illness a secret and managed to
take care of him tenderly at the same time she charged after news. It's my favorite
journalism love story.
 

 
 The Fleeting Nature of Stories
Christopher Connell (email):  Pulitzer Prize Winner David Shribman reflects on the
durability of the work he does in the craft he loves. 
 
Words to Live By
By DAVID SHRIBMAN
 Martin F. Nolan, former editorial page editor and Washington bureau chief of The
Boston Globe, is one of the greatest journalists of our age. For me, as for so many
aspiring writers in the Boston area in the late 1960s and 1970s, he was role model
and hero. We worshiped his prose, admired his analysis, and, later, for those of us
who became his friends and colleagues, delighted in his joy in the chase of the story
and in his deftness in telling it. Because I so respected him, I never forgot how he
loved to paraphrase the words the novelist George V. Higgins directed at writers:No
one asked you to start. No one will notice if you stop.
 
Words to live by, as so many of us have. Ours may seem now to be a fleeting craft,
but even in its robust prime we knew words were fleeting. They informed for a day
and disappeared. They endured, to be sure, in dusty and ungainly bound volumes in
the hidden backrooms of the public library, and they were preserved on microfilm
that would almost never be inspected even if it was not balky to use. And even if
every word we type now is preserved on the Internet, we sometimes feel more
ephemeral than ever.
 
The notion that words typed for a newspaper have a shelf life of about 20 hours
came home to me one evening in New Hampshire....To read more
 
 

Birthdays

mailto:cvconnell@gmail.com
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15 Diane Parker - dparker@ap.org
Santiago Lyon - santiago.lyon@gmail.com
 
17 Carolyn Lessard - clessard@ap.org

 
 Welcome to Connecting

Seth Perlman of Springfield, IL (Email)

 
Pope Francis, accompanied by Mariella Enoc, president of the Vatican's Bambino
Gesu pediatric hospital since 2015, hugs a child during a special audience granted
to some of the employees of the hospital, at the Vatican, Dec. 15, 2016.  AP Photo /
Alessandra Tarantino
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The approach to Vatican Correspondent Nicole Winfield came from a member of a
task force that had investigated care at Italy's foremost pediatric facility, known as
"the pope's hospital." The contact feared that serious concerns raised by the task
force hadn't been addressed two years later.
 
That tip, in late 2015, set the AP on a 20-month investigation of the Bambino Gesu
(Baby Jesus) Pediatric Hospital. Winfield teamed up with London-based Medical
Writer Maria Cheng to reveal a dark chapter in the facility's history. They found that
children sometimes paid the price as administrators tried to make the money-losing
enterprise turn a profit, and Vatican officials took pains to keep the concerns quiet.
 
Their work earns the Beat of the Week.
 
Among the investigation's findings:
 
- Overcrowding and poor hygiene contributed to deadly infection, including one 21-
month superbug outbreak in the cancer ward that killed eight children.
 
- To save money, disposable equipment and other materials were at times used
improperly, with a one-time order of cheap needles breaking when injected into tiny
veins.
 
- Doctors were so pressured to maximize operating-room turnover that patients were
sometimes brought out of anesthesia too quickly.
 
.@AP: Kids at Vatican hospital paid price as past administrators chased profits;
hospital denies problems. https://t.co/J3p1URwcBCpic.twitter.com/NWo0he1o8X
 
- The Associated Press (@AP) July 3, 2017
In Rome, Winfield interviewed current and past hospital staff, some through her own
contacts and others provided by the task force member, an American nurse named
Coleen McMahon. Winfield also dug through medical records, civil court rulings,
hospital and Vatican emails and five years of union complaints, and interviewed
lawyers, patients and families who had won lawsuits against the hospital. She even
flew to Las Vegas one weekend to speak with McMahon on camera.
 
Cheng also flew to Rome. She dug into the medical side of the story, gauging the
seriousness of the findings by sounding out experts in anesthesiology, oncology,
virology, medical ethics and other specialties. She interviewed some of the world's
top doctors, and her research into journals discovered the superbug outbreak that
had not before been reported outside medical publications.
 
When Winfield asked the hospital for comment at the end of 2016, the hospital
issued a detailed denial, threatened legal action and revealed the existence of a
second report, by Sister Carol Keehan, an American Catholic health care expert.
 
That's when another aspect of the story became clear: Instead of informing Italian
health authorities who pay the hospital's bills about the numerous problems
discovered by the task force, the Vatican commissioned a second investigation that
spent three days at the hospital and concluded that everything was fine.
 
Hospital officials initially called the AP story a hoax and threatened legal action.
 

https://t.co/J3p1URwcBCpic.twitter.com/NWo0he1o8X
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When the AP story moved July 3, hospital officials called the report a hoax and
again threatened legal action. A day later, however, Vatican officials conceded that
there had been problems and that the hospital was working to fix them.
 
BREAKING: Vatican secretary of state admits to past problems at "pope's hospital,"
says new administration working to resolve them.
 
- The Associated Press (@AP) July 4, 2017
The multi-format package was featured in newspapers across the world. NewsWhip
showed 140 uses for the main bar, 135 for the Latest and 42 for the abridged. The
Tuesday follow-up story saw 138 hits, and 117 for the Latest. Engagement for the
main bar averaged 1.42 minutes, peaking at times above 4 minutes. (The next-
most-engaged stories that day were a couple of pieces on President Trump at about
45 seconds). The video, produced by Jo Mateus in London, received 44 hits on 13
channels in Teletrax.
 
For their tenacious reporting into shortcomings at the Vatican's showcase children's
hospital, Winfield and Cheng share this week's $500 Beat of the Week prize.
 
 

The Last Word
 
It's Not Just You: Robocalls and Phone Scams Are
Absolutely on the Rise
Megan Leonhardt Time.com Jul 12, 2017
If you think you've been getting more phone calls that start with an automatic
recording-something like, "You've been specially selected for this offer," or pretend
to be from an IRS agent attempting to collect on back taxes-you're not imagining it.
About 95% of people say they've gotten a call from a telemarketer in the past six
months, according to a survey of over 1,000 Americans by telecom service company
First Orion-a jump from 84% in 2015.
And while some of those calls are legit, there's been a 13% surge in phone scams,
with 69% of respondents saying they've gotten at least one scam call over the past
six months. One in eight people report receiving over 20 different scam calls in that
same period-a whopping four times as many people who reported that volume of
scam calls in 2015, First Orion found.  
 
Details on how to protect yourself here. 
 
 
Reminder: Big price hike in August for National
Park lifetime passes for seniors
 
On August 28th, 2017, the price of a National Parks and Federal Recreational Lands
Senior Pass will increase for the first time since 1994. The cost will increase from
$10 to $80 for a lifetime pass.
 If you are over 62, you should get one before the above date because this is a
significant increase!
More info here. 
 
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yGuUJQJD9mPeOh0Kozosot_N3uWQnrose3c0XoWhDaRxeHDSPrO_D6N0562yC-CnCSfq40YIfVOrst0p-PLpUj6b9YtH3dOsgBZj-NoRIqHzHJKjCzUT1PyfFu8_H_cjda2ID6BHPWi8vonoM5Ol0SwD2hBYfdwel0y4bMyFWBajsWFP_Gd0FzNd22zSXyfyMSvwR0pCsIu9TrRhhUO2PcI_MESeQXnFvFvFE6HW2ZmAyXrVd_aN_0jQBXPNPqSHYV4L51_NuUc=&c=50IszJ5SKx0X0394VQVFj7xYG9hM9lqJMtM9_ShbvW-Grs4hsldVLA==&ch=SqqOYl5MGgXAdsYch49IIKUs8vId-9giU2W5-QiwZYt4xizJP6Ck5Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001yGuUJQJD9mPeOh0Kozosot_N3uWQnrose3c0XoWhDaRxeHDSPrO_D6N0562yC-CnG1IfVzAIpGMIqCXajFMaUOwu74JQzFOygSzVPSNTlWBBFmjrnRYdjufZ3-8pqbDByGG0jjX1O75MwNdye2z2sNOGKlh-ZGLfO2udDpM4akqpRZXzBL4wA0oJ1_0c_QtGC5bo4nW_Lhs8Xn233-zhBIhSndYFnKd3&c=50IszJ5SKx0X0394VQVFj7xYG9hM9lqJMtM9_ShbvW-Grs4hsldVLA==&ch=SqqOYl5MGgXAdsYch49IIKUs8vId-9giU2W5-QiwZYt4xizJP6Ck5Q==
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Today in History

T

Today is Monday, July 17, the 198th day of 2017. There are 167 days left in the
year.

 
Today's Highlights in History:
 
On July 17, 1967, after seven dates, Jimi Hendrix quit as the opening act for the
Monkees following a concert at Forest Hills Stadium in New York. (Although greatly
admired by the Monkees, Hendrix had received a less than enthusiastic reception
from their fans.) Jazz composer-musician John Coltrane died in Long Island, New
York, at age 40.
 
On this date:
 
In 1717, George Frideric Handel's "Water Music" was first performed by an
orchestra during a boating party on the River Thames (tehmz), with the musicians
on one barge, and King George I listening from another.
 
In 1821, Spain ceded Florida to the United States.
 
In 1917, during World War I, Britian's King George V issued a proclamation
decreeing that the royal family adopt the name "Windsor" while relinquishing "the
Use of All German Titles and Dignities." Comedian and actress Phyllis Diller was
born in Lima, Ohio.
 
In 1918, Russia's Czar Nicholas II and his family were executed by the Bolsheviks.
 
In 1936, the Spanish Civil War began as right-wing army generals launched a coup
attempt against the Second Spanish Republic.
 
In 1944, during World War II, 320 men, two-thirds of them African-Americans, were
killed when a pair of ammunition ships exploded at the Port Chicago Naval
Magazine in California.
 
In 1955, Disneyland had its opening day in Anaheim, California.
 
In 1975, an Apollo spaceship docked with a Soyuz spacecraft in orbit in the first
superpower link-up of its kind.
 
In 1981, 114 people were killed when a pair of suspended walkways above the
lobby of the Kansas City Hyatt Regency Hotel collapsed during a tea dance.
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In 1996, TWA Flight 800, a Europe-bound Boeing 747, exploded and crashed off
Long Island, New York, shortly after departing John F. Kennedy International Airport,
killing all 230 people on board.
 
In 1997, Woolworth Corp. announced it was closing its 400 remaining five-and-dime
stores across the country, ending 117 years in business.
 
In 2014, all 298 passengers and crew aboard Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 were killed
when the Boeing 777 was shot down over rebel-held eastern Ukraine.
 
Ten years ago: Senate Democrats launched an all-night debate on the Iraq war. VA
Secretary Jim Nicholson abruptly resigned in the wake of charges of shoddy health
care for veterans injured in the Iraq war. A Brazilian passenger jet crashed while
landing in Sao Paulo, Brazil, killing all 187 people aboard and 12 on the ground.
Atlanta Falcons quarterback Michael Vick was indicted by a federal grand jury in
Richmond, Virginia, on charges related to competitive dogfighting. (Vick later
admitted bankrolling the dogfighting operation and helping to kill six to eight dogs;
he served 23 months in federal custody, the last 60 days in home confinement.) The
Dow Jones industrial average crossed 14,000 for the first time before ending the day
at 13,971.55.
 
Five years ago: Testifying before the Senate Banking Committee, Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke painted a bleak picture of where the U.S. economy was
headed if Congress failed to reach agreement soon to avert a budget crisis. Israel
plunged toward a political crisis after the largest party in the government quit,
leaving Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in charge of a hard-line coalition
opposed to most Mideast peace moves. Basketball sensation Jeremy Lin returned
to Houston after the New York Knicks decided they wouldn't match the Rockets'
three-year, $25 million offer for the restricted free agent.
 
One year ago: Three Baton Rouge law enforcement officers investigating a report of
a man with an assault rifle were killed, less than two weeks after a black man was
shot and killed by police in the city in a confrontation that sparked nightly protests
that reverberated nationwide. (The gunman was killed by tactical officers.) Henrik
Stenson shot an 8-under 63 to beat Phil Mickelson by three strokes, becoming the
first man from Sweden to win the British Open.
 
Today's Birthdays: Actor Donald Sutherland is 85. Actress-singer Diahann Carroll is
82. Rock musician Spencer Davis is 78. Sportscaster Verne Lundquist is 77.
Comedian Tim Brooke-Taylor is 77. Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall, is 70. Rock
musician Terry "Geezer" Butler is 68. Actress Lucie Arnaz is 66. Actor David
Hasselhoff is 65. Rock musician Fran Smith Jr. (The Hooters) is 65. German
Chancellor Angela Merkel (AHN'-geh-lah MEHR'-kuhl) is 63. Television producer
Mark Burnett is 57. Actress Nancy Giles is 57. Singer Regina Belle is 54. Rock
musician Kim Shattuck is 54. Country singer Craig Morgan is 53. Rock musician Lou
Barlow is 51. Contemporary Christian singer Susan Ashton is 50. Actor Andre Royo
is 49. Actress Bitty Schram is 49. Actor Jason Clarke is 48. Movie director F. Gary
Gray is 48. Singer JC (PM Dawn) is 46. Rapper Sole' is 44. Country singer Luke
Bryan is 41. Actor Eric Winter is 41. Hockey player Marc Savard is 40. Actor Mike
Vogel is 38. Actor Tom Cullen is 32. Actor Brando Eaton is 31. Rhythm-and-blues
singer Jeremih (jehr-uh-MY') is 30. Actress Summer Bishil (BIHSH'-ihl) is 29.
Actress Billie Lourd is 25. Actor Leo Howard is 20.
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Thought for Today: "Sometimes it's worse to win a fight than to lose." - Billie Holiday,
American jazz singer (born 1915, died this date in 1959).
 

Got a story or photos to share?
 

  
Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days?
Don't keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by
sending to Ye Olde Connec�ng Editor. And don't forget to
include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Second chapters - You finished a great career. Now
tell us about your second (and third and fourth?) chapters of life.
 
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in supporting your work during your
AP career. 

- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall story that you
covered.

- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake
in your journalistic career.

- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two or
more generations.

- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on
such work they can do themselves.

- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?

- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and
what you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us
a while.

- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.

Dick Chady
Ac�ng Editor, Connec�ng newsle�er
rchady1@gmail.com

mailto:rchady1@gmail.com
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